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Sean journey with LAHH has been a wonderful journey. Sean 
started at LAHH in 2014.

Before LAHH Sean joined the U.S. Navy in 1990 and medical 
retired after 17 years with the rank for ACC (Air Traffic Controller 
Chief). His last appointment was in San Diego at the Navy Air 
Station North Island. 

Sean journey with LAHH started as General Clerck with the CMS 
Team in San Diego. Then he was promoted Contract Specialist and 
this is today Sean work. We asked Sean few questions about his 
transition from unemployment to his current successful career 
with us at LAHH and the meaning of this work for his life.

What does being able to have and maintain a job mean for you?

Sean - I was without a job from 2005 to 2013. Because of my 
medical conditions I could not drive and do everything in the way i 
wanted. I could not find a job. I spent the day in my home. I was 
alone in my room. I lived off the VA retirement ending the month 
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….I have a purpose in life other 
than playing solitary in my 
room… 

Sean Flaherty Employee of the Year
A beautiful interview with LAHH 2016 Employee of the Year. 
Congratulations from all us at LAHH. 
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with $20 in my pockets. Then LAHH found me thru VVSD. 
Something begun to change. I could not believe someone want to 
give me a chance as I was…I had a purpose in life other than being 
playing solitary al day long inside my room at home. I was given a 
chance. 

What was the most difficult thing in going back to work that you had to 
face? What was the most beautiful?

Sean - The most beautiful is that I work! I love this work. I look 
the clock and I do not realize how much time went by. My days are 
full and not a solitary darkness. The most difficult was to get back 
to work. It meant to accept to learn a new job. But most of all I 
had to learn to live with my medical condition. I had to recognize 
it without being embarrassed. Time to time I still need to be 
kicked in my …. because I tend to do things in my way…and you 
guys have been very patience with me….

Is there something you are especially grateful for at this point in your life?

Sean -  Yes! My wife! We have been married for 22 years!! She 
stayed with me. She put up with me. I believe that no other 
woman would have done what she has done for me. Then I have 
gratitude that I am alive with all my medical issues. You (LAHH) is 
walking side to side with me. In some way…now I am ready to take 
off and look for a new position in the same field. I also desire that 
the good I am receiving from this program can be given to other 
people that are waiting for their chance.

Do you have a recent story in which you realized how much you as person 
has changed?

Sean - Oh yes! Because of this job I was able to go and visit my 
parents in the occasion of their wedding anniversary.  At the 
moment of the toast I had the courage to stand before 75 people…
and talk. As soon as I was done, my mom stood up, hugged my and 
said: “Sean, I am so proud of you!!”
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Sean, Wes, Guido, Nancy, Catrena and 
Leon - CMS Team San Diego 


